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WHEN KIDS NEED SOME ME TIME, TURN TO MiO
WITH MORE UNPLUGGED PLAY SETS JUST ADDED!
2017 Collection Expands With Four New Play Sets
Plus MiO People & Animals
Minneapolis, MN (March 13, 17) – Last year Manhattan Toy designers introduced MiO (mee-oh), the modular
wood play sets that combine structures and vehicles with enchanting beanbag animals and people. MiO’s flagship is
the 41-piece wood building set that inspires kids to unplug and immerse in daydreaming.
“It's so refreshing to get back to the basics of play with this beautifully
crafted doll house set,” wrote a 2016 National Parenting Products Award
(NAPPA) reviewer. “The pieces are great quality and the design is very
modern. Solid pieces are easy to build with, giving architects-in-training
endless possibilities!”
MiO has been showered with multiple awards including Oppenheim Toy
Portfolio Gold Seal Award, Parents’ Choice, Parents Best Toy and Creative
Child Top Toy of the Year Award – Open Ended Play category. MiO also
earned the coveted “Academy Star” award in The Cribsie Awards’ New
Arrivals category!
Parents who wished for their tots to have a little more “me time” agreed! Wrote one mom on
Amazon, “I purchased a few of these MiO toys for my son. He is almost 3 and they are going to
be perfect. He has so many loud and over stimulating toys. Sometimes he just needs something
creative and quiet. Kids need to be able to imagine up what things do and what situations should
look like. These toys allow that. I like all of the sets equally, as they are all simple and adorable.”
Indeed, these sweet play sets are a mix of natural and painted wood components, are gender
neutral and emphasize open-ended play. For 2017 Manhattan Toy added a toy box full of new
play sets -- a new Animal ($10) and People Set ($10), a Food Truck + Person ($30), an
Airplane + Pilot ($23) along with a faux fur rug and beanbag chair combo paired with one
person, cleverly named Me Time ($12). Also new is a backyard hammock bundled with two bean
bag trees called simply Outdoors ($24).
Isn’t this what childhood is all about? Hand the kids a MiO set and watch their imaginations soar.
“The Mio collection is more like an extension to block building and construction play,” described
a reviewer from Oppenheim Toy Portfolio Gold Seal Award -who has seen everything there is to see in the toy world!
All of the MiO wood sets have non-toxic water based finishes. The characters
(people and animals) boast hand painted wood heads and cushy beanbag bodies.
Fill up a cart of these adorable and affordable playsets at The Manhattan Toy
Company website, www.manhattantoy.com, available today. Free shipping on all
ground orders is a nice bonus! Want another? Subscribe to their email list then
enjoy 20% off the first purchase.

MiO Food Truck + 1 Person
Ages 3+ • $30
What’s on the menu today? Let the
kids whip up pizzas or anything else
that might be served on the 4
included wooden discs. Go ahead and
set up the counter, open up the back
doors. Everything is sized for little
hands and big imaginations. The
wooden blocks suggest a stove and
refrigerator combo, while the
functioning wheels allow the truck to
be parked at a new stop each day!
The open roof design lets everyone
see what’s happening. When ready to
take orders, lift up the side window.
Each set includes one MiO person.

MiO Me Time • Ages 3+ • $12
It’s hard not to say ahhhhhh as you
unpack the Mio Me Time set.
There’s a colorful beanbag chair, a
faux sheep skin rug, plus a MiO
Person. Set the scene for a quiet
spot to contemplate all that’s right
in the world! This 3-piece set can be
mixed and matched with other
MiO scenes.

MiO Airplane + Pilot
Ages 3+ • $23
Broaden a child’s imagination with
this adorable airplane complete with
a bright red spinning propeller. Take
the plane for a ride in the air then
gently touch down along rolling
wheels. This set offers a mix of
natural and painted wood. The MiO
pilot, included, has a painted helmet
with goggles. Maybe today the flight
pattern will include a stop at the tasty
MiO food truck?

MiO People Set • Ages 3+ • $10
You can’t pick your family but you
can pick your MiO people! New for
2017 is a pink and blue dressed
couple with darker wood heads.
One even has a headband! Choose
from four different people sets, each
with hand painted wood heads and
soft beanbag bodies.

MiO Outdoors
Ages 3+ • $24
No matter the actual weather
outside, kids can dream of a
sunny, lazy day outdoors with this
cute combo of hammock, trees and
a MiO Person. The soft beanbag
person and trees are ideal for small
hands and tactile play. Invite some
MiO Animals to play, sold
separately.

MiO Animal Set • Ages 3+ • $10
Is it okay to have a mouse in your
house? Even the cat won’t mind this
cute couple -- wide-eared mouse
and tall-eared bunny. Choose from
all four sets in the MiO Animal
collection including Fox + Bear,
Owl + Dear or Dog + Cat.

Now in its second year, the expanded MiO collection provides open-ended play to inspire any builder's
imagination. Surprise a child, grandchild or special little one in your life with these lovely to look at and fun to
play sets.
ABOUT THE MANHATTAN TOY COMPANY
For more than 30 years Manhattan Toy has provided high quality, imagination inspiring, safety conscious toys. The
spirit of Manhattan Toy is captured in the simple statement – We remember that the most powerful thing any of us
play with in this life is our imagination! All Manhattan Toy products comply with U.S. and European safety
standards. For more information about the many award-winning toy collections, visit the website at
www.manhattantoy.com.

